While weighted automata provide a natural framework to express quantitative properties, many basic properties like average response time cannot be expressed with weighted automata. Nested weighted automata extend weighted automata and consist of a master automaton and a set of slave automata that are invoked by the master automaton. Nested weighted automata are strictly more expressive than weighted automata (e.g., average response time can be expressed with nested weighted automata), but the basic decision questions have higher complexity (e.g., for deterministic automata, the emptiness question for nested weighted automata is PSpacehard, whereas the corresponding complexity for weighted automata is PTime). We consider a natural subclass of nested weighted automata where at any point at most a bounded number k of slave automata can be active. We focus on automata whose master value function is the limit average. We show that these nested weighted automata with bounded width are strictly more expressive than weighted automata (e.g., average response time with no overlapping requests can be expressed with bound k = 1, but not with non-nested weighted automata). We show that the complexity of the basic decision problems (i.e., emptiness and universality) for the subclass with k constant matches the complexity for weighted automata. Moreover, when k is part of the input given in unary we establish PSpace-completeness.
Introduction
Traditional to quantitative verification. In contrast to the traditional view of formal verification that focuses on Boolean properties of systems, such as "every request is eventually granted", quantitative specifications consider properties like "the long-run average success rate of an operation is at least one half" or "the long-run average response time is below a threshold." Such properties are crucial for performance related properties, for resourceconstrained systems, such as embedded systems, and significant attention has been devoted to them [20, 14, 13, 21, 2] .
Weighted automata. A classical model to express quantitative properties is weighted automata that extends finite automata where every transition is assigned a rational number called a weight. Each run results in a sequence of weights, and a value function aggregates the sequence into a single value. For non-deterministic weighted automata, the value of a word is the infimum value of all runs over the word. Weighted automata provide a natural and flexible framework to express quantitative 1 properties [14] . Weighted automata have been studied over finite words with weights from a semiring [20] , and extended to infinite words with limit averaging or supremum as a value function [14, 13, 12] . While weighted automata over semirings can express several quantitative properties [26] , they cannot express long-run average properties that weighted automata with limit averaging can [14] . However, even weighted automata with limit averaging cannot express the basic quantitative property of average response time [16, Example 5] .
Nested weighted automata. To express properties like average response time, weighted automata were extended to nested weighted automata (NWA) [16] . An NWA consists of a master automaton and a set of slave automata. The master automaton runs over infinite input words. At every transition the master automaton can invoke a slave automaton that runs over a finite subword of the infinite word, starting at the position where the slave automaton is invoked. Each slave automaton terminates after a finite number of steps and returns a value to the master automaton. Each slave automaton is equipped with a value function for finite words, and the master automaton aggregates the returned values from slave automata using a value function for infinite words. For Boolean finite automata, nested automata are as expressive as the non-nested counterpart, whereas NWA are strictly more expressive than non-nested weighted automata [16] . It has been shown in [16] that NWA provide a specification framework where many basic quantitative properties, which cannot be expressed by weighted automata, can be expressed easily, and it provides a natural framework to study quantitative run-time verification.
The basic decision questions. We consider the basic automata-theoretic decision questions of emptiness and universality. The importance of these basic questions in the weighted automata setting are as follows: (1) Consider a system modeled by a finite-automata recognizing traces of the system and a quantitative property given as a weighted automaton or NWA. Then whether the worst-case (resp., best-case) behavior has the value at least λ is the emptiness (resp., universality) question on the product. (2) Problems related to model measuring (that generalizes model checking) and model repair also reduces to the emptiness problem [24, 16] .
Complexity gap. In this work we focus on the following classical value functions: LimAvg for infinite words, which is the long-run average property; and Sum, Sum + (where Sum + is the sum of absolute values) for finite words. While NWA are strictly more expressive than weighted automata, the complexity of the decision questions are either unknown or considerably higher. Table 1 (non-bold-faced results) summarizes the existing results for weighted automata [14] and NWA [16] , for example, for NWA for Sum + the known bounds are ExpSpace and PSpace-hard, and for Sum even the decidability of the basic decision questions is open (or undecidable). Thus, a fundamental question is whether there exist sub-classes of NWA that are strictly more expressive than weighted automata and yet have better complexity than general NWA. We address this question in this paper.
Nested weighted automata with bounded width. For NWA, let the maximum number of slave automata that can be active at any point be the width of the automaton. In this work we consider a natural special class of NWA, namely, NWA with bounded width, i.e., NWA where at any point at most k slave automata can be active. For example, the average response time with bounded number of requests pending at any point can be expressed as NWA with bounded width, but not with weighted automata. Moreover, the class of NWA with bounded width is equivalent to automata with monitor counters [17] , which are automata equipped with counters, where at each transition, a counter can be started, terminated, or the value of the counter can be increased or decreased. The transitions do not depend on the counter values, and hence they are referred to as monitor counters. The values of the counters when they are terminated gives rise to the sequence of weights, which is aggregated into a single value with the LimAvg value function (see [17] ). Automata with monitor counters are similar in spirit with the class of register automata of [2] . Our contributions. Our contributions are as follows (summarized as bold-faced results in Table 1 ): 1. Constant width. We show that the emptiness problem (resp., the emptiness and the universality problems) for non-deterministic (resp., deterministic) NWA with constant width (i.e., k is constant) can be solved in polynomial time and is NLogSpace-complete when the weights are specified in unary. Thus we achieve the same complexity as weighted automata for a much more expressive class of quantitative properties. 2. Bounded width. We show that the emptiness problem (resp., the emptiness and the universality problems) for non-deterministic (resp., deterministic) NWA with bounded width (i.e., k is part of input given in unary) is PSpace-complete. Thus we establish precise complexity when k is part of input given in unary. 3. Deciding width. We show that checking whether a given NWA has width k can be solved in polynomial time for constant k and in PSpace if k is given in the input (Theorem 6). Technical contributions. Our main technical contributions for deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automata are as follows. 1. Infinite infimum. We first identify a necessary and sufficient condition for the infimum value over all words to be −∞, and show that this condition can be checked efficiently. 2. Lasso-approximation. We show that if the above condition does not hold, then the infimum over all words can be approximated by lasso words, i.e., words of the form vu ω . Moreover, we show that the infimum value is achieved with words where the slave automata runs for short length relative to the point of the invocation, and hence the partial averages converge. 3. Reduction to width 1. Using the lasso-approximation we reduce the emptiness problem of width bounded by k to the corresponding problem of width 1. We show that the case of width 1 can be solved using standard techniques.
Related works. Weighted automata over finite words have been extensively studied, the book [20] provides an excellent collection of results. Weighted automata on infinite words have been studied in [14, 13, 21] . The extension to weighted automata with monitor counters over finite words has been considered as cost register automata in [2] . A version of nested weighted automata over finite words has been studied in [6] , and nested weighted automata over infinite words has been studied in [16] . Several quantitative logics have also been studied, such as [5, 7, 1] . In this work we consider a subclass of nested weighted automata which is strictly more expressive than weighted automata yet achieve the same complexity for the basic decision questions. Probabilistic models (such as Markov decision processes) with quantitative properties (such as limit-average or discounted-sum) have also been extensively studied for single objectives [22, 27] , and for multiple objectives and their combinations [19, 10, 15, 8, 18, 9, 23, 11, 3, 4] . While NWA with bounded width have been studied under probabilistic semantics [17] , the basic automata theoretic decision problems have not been studied for them.
Preliminaries

Words and automata
Words. We consider a finite alphabet of letters Σ. A word over Σ is a (finite or infinite) sequence of letters from Σ. For an automaton A and a word w, we define Acc(w) as the set of accepting runs on w. Note that for deterministic automata, every word w has at most one accepting run (|Acc(w)| ≤ 1). Weighted automata. A weighted automaton is a Z-labeled automaton, where Z is the set of integers. The labels are called weights. Semantics of weighted automata. We define the semantics of weighted automata in two steps. First, we define the value of a run. Second, we define the value of a word based on the values of its runs. To define values of runs, we will consider value functions f that assign real numbers to sequences of rationals. Given a non-empty word w, every run π of A on w defines a sequence of weights of successive transitions of A, i.e.,
and the value f (π) of the run π is defined as f (C(π)). We denote by (C(π))[i] the weight of the i-th transition, i.e., C(
The value of a non-empty word w assigned by the automaton A, denoted by L A (w), is the infimum of the set of values of all accepting runs; i.e., inf π∈Acc(w) f (π), and we have the usual semantics that infimum of an empty set is infinite, i.e., the value of a word that has no accepting run is infinite. Every run π on an empty word has length 1 and the sequence C(π) is empty, hence we define the value f (π) as an external (not a real number) value ⊥. Thus, the value of the empty word is either ⊥, if the empty word is accepted by A, or ∞ otherwise. To indicate a particular value function f that defines the semantics, we will call a weighted automaton A an f -automaton. Value functions. For finite runs we consider the following classical value functions: for runs of length n + 1 we have Sum, absolute sum: the sum function
, where Abs(x) is the absolute value of x, For infinite runs we consider:
Limit average:
. Silent moves. Consider a (Z ∪ {⊥})-labeled automaton. We can consider such an automaton as an extension of a weighted automaton in which transitions labeled by ⊥ are silent, i.e., they do not contribute to the value of a run. Formally, for every function f ∈ InfVal we define sil(f ) as the value function that applies f on sequences after removing ⊥ symbols. The significance of silent moves is as follows: it allows to ignore transitions, and thus provide robustness where properties could be specified based on desired events rather than steps.
Nested weighted automata
In this section we describe nested weighted automata introduced in [16] , and closely follow the description of [16] . For more details and illustration of such automata we refer the reader to [16] . We start with an informal description.
Informal description.
A nested weighted automaton (NWA) consists of a labeled automaton over infinite words, called the master automaton, a value function f for infinite words, and a set of weighted automata over finite words, called slave automata. A nested weighted automaton can be viewed as follows: given a word, we consider the run of the master automaton on the word, but the weight of each transition is determined by dynamically running slave automata; and then the value of a run is obtained using the value function f . That is, the master automaton proceeds on an input word as an usual automaton, except that before it takes a transition, it can start a slave automaton corresponding to the label of the current transition. The slave automaton starts at the current position of the word of the master automaton and works on some finite part of the input word. Once a slave automaton finishes, it returns its value to the master automaton, which treats the returned value as the weight of the current transition that is being executed. Note that for some transitions the master automaton might not invoke any slave automaton, and which corresponds to silent transitions. If one of slave automata rejects, the nested weighted automaton rejects. We first present an example and then the formal definition.
Example 1 (Average response time).
Consider an alphabet Σ consisting of requests r, grants g, and null instructions #. The average response time (ART) property asks for the average number of instructions between any request and the following grant. An NWA computing the average response time is depicted in Fig. 1 . At every position with letter r the master automaton A mas of A invokes the slave automaton B 1 , which computes the number of letters from its initial position to the first following grant. The automaton B 1 is a Sum + -automaton. On letters # and g the automaton A mas invokes the slave automaton B 2 , which is a dummy automaton, i.e., it immediately accepts and returns no weight. Invoking such a dummy automaton corresponds to taking a silent transition. Thus, the sequence of values returned by slave automata (54311 . . . in Fig. 1 ), is the sequence of response times for each request. Therefore, the averages of these values is precisely the average response time; in the NWA A, the value function f is LimAvg. Also this property cannot be expressed by a non-nested automaton: a quantitative property is a function from words to reals, and as a function the range of non-nested LimAvg-automata is bounded, whereas the ART can have unbounded values (for details see [16] ).
Nested weighted automata.
A nested weighted automaton (NWA) is a tuple
A mas B 2 r r r # r g r g A, denoted by L A (w), is the infimum of the set of values of all accepting runs. We require accepting runs to contain infinitely many non-silent transitions because f is a value function over infinite sequences, so we need the sequence v(π 1 )v(π 2 ) . . . with ⊥ symbols removed to be infinite. Deterministic nested weighted automata. An NWA A is deterministic if (1) the master automaton and all slave automata are deterministic, and (2) slave automata recognize prefixfree languages, i.e., languages L such that if w ∈ L, then no proper extension of w belongs to L. Condition (2) implies that no accepting run of a slave automaton visits an accepting state twice. Intuitively, slave automata have to accept the first time they encounter an accepting state as they will not see an accepting state again.
Definition 2 (Width of NWA).
An NWA has width k if and only if in every run at every position at most k slave automata are active.
Example 3 (Non-overlapping ART).
Consider the NWA A from Example 1 depicted in Fig. 1 , which does not have bounded width. The run in Fig. 1 has width at least 4, but on word rgr 2 gr 3 g . . . the number of active slave automata at position of letter g in subword r i g is i. We consider a variant of the ART property, called the 1-ART property, where after a request till it is granted additional requests are not considered. Formally, we consider the ART property over the language L 1 defined by (r# * g# * ) ω (equivalently, given a request, the automata can check if the slave automaton is not active, and only then invoke it). An NWA A 1 computing the ART property over L 1 is obtained from the NWA from Fig. 1 by taking the product of the master automaton A mas (from Fig. 1 ) with an automaton recognizing the language L 1 . The automaton A 1 , as well as, A from Example 1 are (LimAvg; Sum + )-automata and they are deterministic. Indeed, the master automaton and the slave automata of A 1 (resp., A) are deterministic and the slave automata recognize prefix-free languages. Moreover, in any (infinite) run of A 1 at most one slave automaton is active, i.e., A 1 has width 1. The dummy slave automata do not increase the width as they immediately accept, and hence they are not considered as active even at the position they are invoked. Finally, observe that the 1-ART property can return unbounded values, which implies that there exists no (non-nested) LimAvg-automaton expressing it.
Decision problems. The classical questions in automata theory are language emptiness and universality. These problems have their counterparts in the quantitative setting of weighted automata and NWA. The (quantitative) emptiness and universality problems are defined in the same way for weighted automata and NWA; in the following definition the automaton A can be either a weighted automaton or an NWA.
Emptiness:
Given an automaton A and a threshold λ, decide whether there exists a word w with L A (w) ≤ λ. Universality: Given an automaton A and a threshold λ, decide whether for every word w we have L A (w) ≤ λ. The universality question asks for non-existence of a word w such that L A (w) > λ.
Remark. In this work we focus on value functions Sum and Sum + for finite words, and LimAvg for infinite words. There are other value functions for finite words, such as Max, Min and bounded sum. However, it was shown in [16] that for these value functions, there is a reduction to non-nested weighted automata. Also for infinite words, there are other value functions such as Sup, LimSup, where the complexity and decidability results have been established in [16] . Hence in this work we focus on the most conceptually interesting case of LimAvg function for master automaton and the Sum and Sum + value functions for the slave automata.
Examples
In this section we present several examples of properties of interest that can be specified with NWA of bounded width.
Example 4 (Variants of ART ).
Recall the ART property (Example 1) and its variant 1-ART property (Example 3). We present two variants of the ART property.
First, we extend Example 3 and consider the k-ART property over languages
e., the language where there are at most k-pending requests before each grant. As Example 3, an NWA A k computing the k-ART property can be constructed from the NWA from Fig. 1 by taking the product of the master automaton A mas (from Fig. 1 ) with an automaton recognizing L k . The NWA A k has width k.
Second, we consider the 1-ART[k] property, where Σ = {r i , g i : i ∈ {1, . . . , k}} ∪ {#}, i.e., there are k-different types of "request-grant" pairs. The 1-ART[k] property asks for the average number of instructions between any request and the following grant of the corresponding type. Moreover, we consider as for 1-ART property that for every i, between a request r i and the following grant of the corresponding type g i , there is no request r i of the same type. The 1-ART[k] can be expressed with an (LimAvg; Sum
of width bounded by k, which is similar to A 1 from Example 3. Basically, the NWA A
has k slave automata; for i ∈ {1, . . . , k} the slave automaton B i is invoked on letters r i and it counts the number of steps to the following grant g i . Additionally, the master automaton checks that for every i, between any two grants g i , there is at most one request r i .
In Examples 1, 3, and 4 we presented properties that can be expressed with (LimAvg; Sum + )-automata. The following property of average excess can be expressed with slave automata with Sum value functions that have both positive and negative weights, i.e., it can be expressed by an (LimAvg; Sum)-automaton, but not (LimAvg; Sum + )-automata.
Example 5 (Block difference). Consider the alphabet {r, g, #} from Example 1 with an additional letter $. The average excess (AE) property asks for the average difference between requests and grants over blocks separated by $. For example, for $(rr#g$) ω the average excess is 1. The AE property can be expressed by (LimAvg; Sum)-automaton A AE of width 1 (presented below), but it cannot be expressed with (LimAvg; Sum The master automaton as well as the slave automata of A AE are deterministic and the slave automata recognize prefix-free languages. Therefore, the NWA A AE is deterministic and has width 1.
Our Results
In this section we establish our main results. We first discuss complexity of checking whether a given NWA has width k. Next, we comment the results we need to prove. Afterwards, we present our results. Configurations. Let A be a non-deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automaton of width k. We define a configuration of A as a tuple (q; q 1 , . . . , q k ) where q is a state of the master automaton and each q 1 , . . . , q k is either a state of a slave automaton of A or ⊥. In the sequence q 1 , . . . , q k each state corresponds to one slave automaton, and the states are ordered w.r.t. the position when the corresponding slave automaton has been invoked, i.e., q 1 correspond to the least recently invoked slave automaton. If there are less than k slave automata active, then ⊥ symbols follow the actual states (denoting there is no slave automata invoked). We define Conf(A) as the number of configurations of A. Key ideas. NWA without weights are equivalent to Büchi automata [16] . The property of having width k is independent from weights. It can be decided with a constriction of a (non-weighted) Büchi automaton, which tracks configurations (q; q 1 , . . . , q k ) of a given NWA (assuming that is has width k) and accepts only if the width-k condition is at some point violated.
Theorem 6.
(1) Fix k > 0. We can check in polynomial time whether a given NWA has width k. (2) Given an NWA and a number k given in unary we can check in polynomial space whether the NWA has width k.
Proof. Let A be an NWA and let k > 0 be a tested width. Consider a Büchi automaton A, whose states are configurations of A (considered to have width k) and a single accepting state q acc . The automaton A simulates runs of A, i.e., it has a transition from one configuration to another over letter a if and only if there exist corresponding transitions of the master automaton and slave automata over letter a, which result in such a transition of A. This condition can be checked in polynomial time; for configurations q; q 1 , . . . , q k , q ; q 1 , . . . , q k and letter a, we need to check whether q, a, q is a transition of the master automaton of A and each transition q 1 , a, q 1 , . . . , q k , a, q k is a transition of (some) slave automaton of A. Additionally, whenever A is in a state q; q 1 , . . . , q k such that q k = ⊥, i.e., k slave automata are active, and another slave automaton is invoked, A takes a transition to q acc , which is a single accepting state in A. Observe that A has an accepting run if and only if A violates width-k condition.
The size of A is bounded by |A| k , i.e., it is polynomial in the size of A and exponential in k. Therefore, we can check emptiness of A, and in turn violation of width-k condition, in polynomial time if k is constant and PSpace if k is given in input in unary.
Comment. We first note that for deterministic automata, emptiness and universality questions are similar. Hence we focus on the emptiness problem for non-deterministic automata (which subsumes the emptiness problem for deterministic automata) to establish the new results of Table 1 . Moreover, the Sum + value function is a special case of the Sum value function with only positive weights. Since our main results are algorithms to establish upper bounds, we will only present the result for the emptiness problem for non-deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automata. However, as a first step we show that without loss of generality, we can focus on the case of deterministic automata. Proof. The general idea is to extend the alphabet to encode the actual letter and auxiliary symbols, which indicate how to resolve non-determinism. This can be done by explicitly writing down transitions the master and active slave automata should take. However, in such a solution, two slave automata which are at the same position in the same state, have the same suffixes of their runs, even though in a non-deterministic automaton their (suffixes) of runs can be different.
To circumvent this problem, we modify the automaton A to A such that each slave automaton comes in k copies and the master automaton of A can invoke any copy of a slave automaton, i.e., if the master automaton of A has a transition (q, a, q , i), at which it invokes the slave automaton B i , the master automaton of A can invoke any copy of B i . Clearly, A does not have any additional behaviors, i.e., by merging copies of slave automata in a run of A , we can obtain a run A. Conversely, for every run of A there exist multiple corresponding runs of A . In particular, for every run of A there exists a run of A such that at every position, all active slave automata are different. We call such runs controllable as every slave automaton can be controlled independently of the others. In the following, we construct a deterministic automaton A d , which has corresponding run to every controllable run of A .
Before we describe the construction of A d , observe that without loss of generality, we can assume that accepting states of slave automata do not have outgoing transitions. Intuitively, we can clone each accepting state s into two copies s 1 , s 2 , of which s 1 is a state with the transitions of s, but is not accepting, and s 2 is accepting but has no outgoing transitions. Then, all transitions to s are changed into two transitions, one to s 1 and one to s 2 .
Let Q be the union of the set of states of the master automaton and all sets of states of slave automata of A . We define Γ as the set of partial functions h from (k + 1)-elements subsets of Q into Q. We define an (LimAvg; Sum Observe that the master automaton of A d and all slave automata B d i are deterministic. Moreover, since we assumed that for every slave automaton in A final states have no outgoing transitions, slave automata B i recognize prefix free languages. Finally, it follows from the construction that (i) for every controllable run of A , there exists a corresponding run of A d where the sequence of values returned by slave automata is the same as in the run of A ; such runs have the same value. Basically, we encode in the input word, transitions of all automata with functions h ∈ Γ. Due to controllability of the run, at every position every slave automaton is in a different state. Therefore, we can encode in h transitions of all slave automata as well as the master automaton. Conversely, (ii) a run of A d , which is as a sequence of sequences of states, is basically a run of A and it clearly has the same value. Therefore, the infimum over all words of A d coincides with the infimum over all words of A as well as of A.
Proof overview. We present our proof overview for the emptiness of deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automata. The proof consists of the following four key steps. 1. First, we identify a condition, and show in Lemma 9 that it is a sufficient condition to ensure that the infimum value among all words is −∞ (i.e., the least value possible). Moreover we show that the condition can be decided in PTime if k is constant (even NLogSpace if additionally the weights are in unary) and in PSpace if k is given in unary. 2. Second, we show that if the above condition does not hold, then there is a family of lasso words (i.e., a finite prefix followed by an infinite repetition of another finite word) that approximates the infimum value among all words. This shows that the above condition is both necessary and sufficient. Moreover, we consider dense words, where if we consider that slave automata have been invoked for the i-th time, then the run of the slave automata invoked is at most for O(log(i)) steps. We show that the infimum is achieved by a dense word. These results are established in Lemma 11. 3. Third, we show using the above result, that the problem for bounded width can be reduced to the problem of width 1, and the reduction is polynomial in the size of the original automaton, and only exponential in k. Thus if k is constant, the reduction is polynomial. This is established in Lemma 12. 4. Finally, we show that for automata with width 1, the emptiness problem can be solved in NLogSpace if weights are in unary and otherwise in PTime (Lemma 14). Given the above four steps we conclude our main result (Theorem 15). We start with the first item.
Intuition for the condition. We first illustrate with an example that for very similar automata, which just differ in order of invoking slave automata, the infimum over the values are very different. For one automaton the infimum value is −∞ and for the other it is 0. This example provides the intuition for the need of the condition to identify when the infimum value is −∞.
Example 8.
Consider two deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automata A 1 , A 2 defined as follows. The master automaton A mas of A 1 accepts the language (12a * #) ω . At letter 1 (resp., 2) it invokes an automaton B 1 (resp., B 2 ). The slave automaton B 1 increments its value at every a letter and it terminates once it reads #. The slave automaton B 2 works as B 1 except that it decrements its value at a letters. NWA A 2 is similar to A 1 except that it accepts the language (21a * #) ω . It invokes the same slave automata as A 1 . Thus the two automata only differ in the order of invocation of the slave automata. Observe that the infimum over values of all words in A 1 is 0. Basically, the values of slave automata are always the opposite, therefore the average of the values of slave automata is 0 infinitely often. However, the infimum over values of all words in A 2 is −∞. Indeed, consider a word 21a 1 # . . . 21a , is smaller than C · k 2 · Conf(A). Intuitively, condition (*) implies that there is a subword u which can be repeated so that the values of slave automata invoked before position b can be decreased arbitrarily. Note that pumping that word may not decrease the total average of the word. However, with LimAvg value function, we need to ensure only the existence of a subsequence of positions at which the averages tend to −∞, i.e., we only need to decrease the values of slave automata invoked before position b (for infinitely many positions). Proof. We present proofs for each item below.
Illustration of condition on example. Consider automata
Proof of (1). Assume that (*) holds. We show that there exists a word u such that
A(u ) = −∞. Consider a word w and position b which (1) satisfy condition (*), and (2) Therefore, there exist positions c 1 , c 2 such that the configurations at c 1 , c 2 are the same, and the sum of values of all automata activated before b, which are still active at c 2 decreases between c 1 and c 2 (see Fig. 2 ). Let d be a position past c 2 with the same configuration as at a such that the master automaton visits an accepting state between a and d. Recall that all slave automata active at b have been invoked past a. We show how to build the word u form subwords w [1, a], w[a, c 1 ], w[c 1 , c 2 ] and w[c 2 , d] .
Let
Observe that the sum of values of slave automata invoked in the prefix w[1, a] 
At most 2 · f (n) slave automata have been invoked in this prefix, hence the average is less than 0.5 · (−f (n) + k · C). Hence, the limit infimum tends to minus infinity. Moreover, the master automaton visits one of its accepting states at least once in each γ i . Proof of (2). Consider a graph G(A) of configurations of A, in which there exists an edge from configuration Cnf 1 to Cnf 2 if and only if the automaton A has a transition from Cnf 1 to Cnf 2 . Recall that in a configuration (q; q 1 , . . . q j , q j+1 , . . . , q k ) the states q 1 , . . . , q j correspond to the j least recently invoked slave automata. We show that condition (*) holds if and only if (**) there exists a cycle in G(A) such that (a) a configuration Cnf with an accepting state of the master automaton of A is reachable from the cycle and the cycle is reachable from Cnf, and (b) for some j ≥ 1, the sum of weights of the j least recently invoked slave automata is negative in this cycle. ( * ) ⇒ ( * * ): Consider word w[1, a]w[a, c 1 ]w[c 1 , c 2 ] . The configurations (in the run of A) along the subword w[c 1 , c 2 ] define a cycle satisfying (a) and (b) . Indeed, the master automaton of A visits its accepting state on w [1, a]w[a, c 1 ]w[c 1 , c 2 ]w[c 2 , d] ; hence (a) holds. Let j be the number of slave automata invoked at position a. Then, the sum of weights of the j least recently invoked slave automata on w[c 1 , c 2 ] is negative; hence (b) holds. ( * * ) ⇒ ( * ): Let D be the maximal absolute weight in nested automata of A. Consider a word which corresponds to a path in G(A) from the initial configuration to the cycle satisfying ( * * ) and repeating infinitely the following extended cycle: looping at the cycle from (**) 2 · D · k 2 · Conf(A) times, and finally going through all configurations to terminate all slave automata, visit an accepting state of A and returning to the start of the extended cycle. Observe that terminating all slave automata can be done in at most k · Conf(A) steps, therefore all slave automata active at the beginning of the extended cycle accumulate in total the weight smaller than −2 · D · k 2 · Conf(A) (iterating the negative cycle) plus D · k · Conf(A) (terminating slave automata), which is smaller than C · k 2 · Conf(A); hence (*) holds.
Finally, checking existence of such a cycle can be done in NLogSpace w.r.
t. to the size of G(A). If the width k is constant, then the size G(A) is O(|A|
k ), hence it is polynomial (in A) if k is constant and exponential if k is given in unary. Thus, checking condition (*) is NLogSpace for constant width and PSpace if the width is given in unary. Intuitive explanation of dense words. In a deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automaton, the average is over the number of invoked slave automata, but in general, the returned values of the slave automata can be arbitrarily large as compared to the number of invocations, and hence the partial averages need not converge. Intuitively, in dense words, slave automata are invoked and terminated relatively densely, i.e., the length of their run depends on the number of slave automata invoked till this position. In consequence, the value they can accumulate is small w.r.t. the average, i.e., their absolute contribution to the sum of first n elements is O(log(n)), and hence the contribution of the value a single slave automaton converges to 0 and partial averages converge on dense words.
Illustration on example.
Consider an automaton A 1 from Example 8. We discuss the definition of density on an example of word w = 12a 1 #12a 3 # . . . 12a 2·i+1 # . . ., which is not dense (w.r.t. A 1 ). Observe that at the position of subword 12a 2·i+1 , the partial average is 0. Once B 1 is invoked it returns value 2 · i + 1 and it is (2 · i + 1)-th invocation of a slave automaton. Hence, the average increases to 1 only to be decreased to 0 after invocation of B 2 . However, the word w = 12a
. . is dense. Indeed, before the slave automata invoked at subword 12a 2·i+1 # there are at least i−1 j=1 2 j = 2 i −1 invoked slave automata. Therefore, the value 2 · i + 1 returned by B 1 invoked on 12a 2·i+1 changes the average by at most 2·i+1 2 i ; as previously invoking B 2 in the next step bring the average back to 0. Therefore, the sequence of partial averages of values returned by slave automata converges to 0. 
where C is the minimal weight, and (4) the sum of the weights slave automata active at a accumulate past a is at most n· 4 , (5) all slave automata invoked before a are terminated before b, (6) the master automaton of A visits between a and b an accepting state at least once. Let P > N 0 be the minimal position such that all configurations, which appear infinitely often the run of A on w , appear between N 0 and P . Let M be the maximal absolute sum of slave automata invoked before P . We pick b such that the average of all slave automata invoked before b is at most A(w ) + 8 , and b is large enough to satisfy (3), (6) and (4) and (5) for a = P . For such b we choose a from the interval [N 0 , P ] and observe that (1)-(6) are satisfied.
We put α = u [1, a] and
where T , the tail, is the sum of weights, which automata invoked before position b accumulate past position b, and H, the head, is the sum of weights, which automata invoked before position b accumulate while running on β again (see Fig 3) . By the condition (5), we can estimate H by n· 4 . Due to (4) and by condition (*), we have T < C · k 2 · Conf(A).
Proof of (2):
Assume that condition (*) does not hold. Then, for = 1 there exist α , β such that |A(α (β ) ω ) − inf u∈Σ ω A(u)| < 1. However, observe that A(α (β ) ω ) is finite. Indeed, all slave automata invoked in β has to terminate within |β | steps, otherwise there is a slave automaton with an infinite run. It follows that the value of A(α (β ) ω ) is greater of equal to C × k × |β |, where C is the minimal weight in all slave automata of A. In consequence, inf u∈Σ ω A(u) > −∞. Proof of (3): We can strengthen (1) |βi−1|+|βi|+|βi+1| . Clearly, inf u∈Σ ω A(u) = A(w ). Observe that every slave automaton invoked at a subword β i terminates within max(|β i |, |β i+1 |) steps, depending on whether the following subword in β i or β i+1 . However, the first subword β i appears first after at least 2 |βi|+|βi+1| slave automata has been invoked. Therefore, the word w is dense.
Remark. Lemma 9 together with (2) of Lemma 11 imply that for a deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automaton A of width k condition (*) is both necessary and sufficient for the infimum over all values equal to −∞. Moreover, this condition can be checked efficiently.
Lemma 12 reduces the emptiness problem for deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automata of width k to the same problem with automata of width 1. 
, where Q m is the set of states of the master automaton of A and Q s is the union of the set of states of The master automaton keeps track of the master automaton of A and all its active slave automata. Its last bit {0, 1} indicates whether the slave automaton is active, i.e., if one of slave automata of A terminates, the bit is flipped to 0, and if the bit is 0 but some of slave automata of A are active, then start the slave automaton in the configuration corresponding to the current configuration of slave automata. In the generalized Büchi acceptance condition F , we encode that the run of the master automaton accepts and runs of all slave automata are finite. The components q 0 , δ, F, C are defined accordingly to the description.
The slave automaton B Σ has the similar structure to the master automaton of A 1 ; there are two key difference. First, if any of tracked slave automata of A terminates, B Σ terminates as well. Second, for every transition of B Σ , the weight of this transition is the sum of weights of current transitions of tracked slave automata. Now, we show that on dense words (w.r.t. A), values of both automata coincide. Let w be a dense word. Consider a position i in w. Let n be the number of slave automata invoked by A before position i. Observe that A 1 invokes a new slave automaton whenever A does. Therefore, A 1 also invoked n slave automata before position i. The partial average up to position i in A(w) is the sum of values of all slave automata invoked before position i, while in A 1 (w) this is the sum of values all slave automata invoked before position i accumulate before position j > i, the fist position past i when a new slave automaton is invoked. Therefore, the difference between partial averages of A(w) and A 1 (w) up to position i, denoted by ∆, is the sum of weights slave automata invoked before the position i accumulate past position j multiplied by 1 n . Now, due to density of word w, each slave automaton invoked before the position i works for at most log(n) steps, therefore the absolute accumulated value is at most C log(n), where C is the maximal absolute weight in the slave automata of A. Hence, |∆| < 1 n · k · C · log(n). Therefore, the partial averages of A(w) and A 1 (w) converge. In consequence, A(w) = A 1 (w).
Due to Lemma 11, there exist a dense word w (w.r.t. A), which has the minimal value among all words. Then, we have A(w) = A 1 (w). Therefore, inf u A 1 (u) ≤ inf u A(u). Conversely, we show that there exists a optimal word w such that inf u A 1 (u) = A 1 (w) and w is a dense word (w.r.t. A). Notice that every time A 1 encodes in its generalized Büchi condition that all slave automata terminate infinitely often. It follows that between two positions a, b at which the generalized Büchi condition is satisfies, all slave automata invoked before a terminate before b. Thus, to show that w is a dense word (w.r.t. A), we show that the generalized Büchi condition of A 1 is satisfied at w sufficiently densely. Observe that a deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automaton of width bounded by 1 is essentially equivalent to a LimAvg-automaton with -transitions (see Lemma 14) , for which one can construct words of optimal values which satisfies their (generalized) Büchi condition arbitrarily densely as long as the density converges to 0. Thus, such a word w exists, A(w) = A 1 (w). It follows that inf u A 1 (u) = inf u A(u).
Claim 13.
The emptiness problem for deterministic LimAvg-automata with weights given in unary is NLogSpace-complete.
Proof. NLogSpace-hardness readily follows from NLogSpace-hardness of directed graph reachability.
For containment in NLogSpace, recall that the infimum over all words of the values of a given LimAvg-automaton A is less of equal to a given λ if and only if there exists a cycle in the automaton such that (1) the cycle is reachable firm the initial state, (2) the sum of weights along the cycle is less of equal to λ, and (3) there exists an accepting state s a and a state s c such that s a is reachable from s c and vice versa. To check conditions (1),(2), (3) we non-deterministically pick states s a , s c and verify conditions (1) and (3) with reachability queries, which are in NLogSpace. To check (2) we observe that if there exists a cycle satisfying conditions (1),(2), (3), then there also exists a cycle that satisfy these conditions and of length bounded by C · |A|, where C is the maximal absolute value of the weights from A. Now, if weights in A are given in unary, C < |A|, the length of the cycle is at most |A| 2 and we need only logarithmic memory to non-deterministically pick the cycle state by state and keep track of the sum to verify that it is less or equal to λ.
Lemma 14.
The emptiness problem for deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automata of width 1 is in PTime and if the weights are in unary, then it is in NLogSpace.
Proof.
We observe that A is essentially a deterministic LimAvg-automaton with silent moves. More precisely, let Q m be the set of states of the master automaton of A and let n be the number of slave automata. A run of the automaton of width bounded by 1, can be partitioned into two types of fragments: (1) fragments corresponding to a single run of slave automata, which are characterized by q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q m , the state of the master automaton at beginning and at the end of the fragment, and (2) fragments where no slave automaton is running, i.e., only dummy slave automata are invoked, which are characterized by: q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q m , the state of the master automaton at beginning and at the end of the fragment, the first letter of the fragment a, the index i ∈ {1, . . . , n} of the slave automaton invoked, and the value returned by the invoked slave automaton. We consider a succinct representation of runs of A, where fragments of type (1) are replaced by a single letter (q 1 , q 2 ) and fragments of type (2) are substituted by a single letter (q 1 , a, q 2 , i) . Moreover, we consider only maximal fragments, i.e., two fragments of type (1) can be merged into one fragment, therefore we forbid two successive occurrences of letters (q 1 , q 2 )(q 2 , q3).
Let ∆ = {(q 1 , q 2 ) : q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q m } ∪ {(q 1 , a, q 2 , i) : q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q m , a ∈ Σ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. We can define a deterministic LimAvg-automaton A with silent moves over ∆ which accepts only words that represent accepting runs of A. The automaton A checks that for two successive letters a, b the second state in a is the same as the first state in b (e.g., (q 1 , q 2 , i)(q 2 , q 3 )(q 3 , q4, i )), and it has a list of valid letters, i.e., a letter are valid if there exists a fragment corresponding to it. More precisely, (q 1 , q 2 , i) is valid iff there exists a word v such that that (1) the master automaton in the state q 1 upon reading letter v [1] takes a transition at which it invokes B i , (2) the master automaton moves from q 1 to q 2 upon reading v, and (3) slave automaton B i accepts the word v. Validity of letters (q 1 , q 2 ) is defined similarity.
Moreover, transitions over letters (q 1 , q 2 ) are silent (have no value) and transitions over letters (q 1 , q 2 , i) have the minimal value associated with such a fragment, i.e., it is the minimal value slave automaton B i can return on a word v such that the master automaton moves on v from state q 1 to q 2 . Thus, the value of A on w ∈ ∆ is (provided it is accepted) the minimal value A can return on the run with the sequence of fragments corresponding to w . Every run has the corresponding sequence of fragments In consequence, inf u∈Σ ω A(u) = inf u ∈∆ ω A(u ).
Finally, observe that A can be constructed upon demand from A in logarithmic space, i.e., we can answer query about parts of A without outputting the whole automaton. The emptiness problem for LimAvg-automata is decidable in NLogSpace if weights are given in unary notation and in PTime if weights are given in binary (Claim 13). The silent moves are interleave with non-silent moves, therefore we can easily remove them and decide the emptiness problem for A, and in turn the emptiness problem for A, (a) in NLogSpace for unary weights, and (b) in PTime for binary weights.
Key intuitions. We show that every transition of A mas , the master automaton of A, at which a slave automaton is invoked, can be substituted by a transition whose weight is the minimal value the invoked slave automaton can achieve. More precisely, while a slave automaton is running on the input word, the master automaton A mas is still active. Therefore, we substitute transitions (q, a, q , i) of A mas by multiple transitions of the form (q, (q, a, i, q ), q ), where (q, a, i, q ) is a new letter, q is a state of A mas and the weight of this transition is the minimal value B i can achieve over words au such that A mas moves from q to q upon reading au. Such a transformation preserves the infimum over all words and it transforms a deterministic (LimAvg; Sum)-automaton of width 1 to a deterministic LimAvg-automaton. The emptiness problem for LimAvg-automaton is decidable in PTime and even in NLogSpace provided that weights are given in unary.
We now present the algorithm and lower bound for our main result. The algorithm.
We present an algorithm, which, given a non-deterministic (LimAvg, Sum)-automaton A of width k and λ ∈ Q, decides whether inf u∈Σ ω A(u) ≤ λ. 
